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"That Politics May Be Reduced to a Science": 

David Hume, James Madison, and the 


Tenth Federalist* 


N JUNE I 783, the war for American independence being ended, 1 General Washington addressed his once-famous circular letter 
to the state governors with the hopeful prophecy that if the Union 
of the States could be preserved, the future of the Republic 
would be both glorious and happy. "The foundation of our Empire 
was not laid in the gloomy age of Ignorance and Superstition:' 
Washington pointed out, "but at an Epocha when the rights of 
mankind were better understood and more clearly defined, than 
at any former period; the researches of the human mind after social 
happiness, have been carried to a great extent, the treasures of 
knowledge, acquired by the labours of Philosophers, Sages, and 
Legislators, through a long succession of years, are laid open for 
our use, and their collected wisdom may be happily applied in the 
Establishment of our forms of Government . . . At this auspicious 
period, the United States came into existence as a Nation, and if 
their Citizens should not be completely free and happy, the fault 
will be intirely their own?' 

The optimism of General Washington's statement is manifest; 
the reasons he advances for this optimism, however, seem to modern 
Americans a century and a half later both odd and naive, if not 
slightly un-American. For Washington here argues in favor of "the 
Progress of the Human Mind? Knowledge gradually acquired 
through "researches of the human mind" about the nature of man 
and government-knowledge which "the gloomy age of Ignorance 
and Superstition" did not have-gives Americans in I 783 the power 
to new-model their forms of government according to the precepts 

*Delivered at the Conference of Early American History at the Henry E. Hunt-
ington Library, February 9, 1957. 
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of wisdom and reason. T h e  "Philosopher" as Sage and Legislator, 
General Washington hopes, will preside over the creation and 
reform of American political institutions. 

"Philosopher" as written here by \Vashington was a word with 
hopeful and good connotations. But this was 1783. In 1789 the 
French Revolution began; by 1792 ' l p h i l ~ ~ ~ p h y "  was being equated 
with the guillotine, atheism, the reign of terror. Thereafter "phi- 
losopher" would be a smear-word, connoting a fuzzy-minded and 
dangerous social theorist-one of those impractical Utopians whose 
foolish attempts ro  reform society according to a rational plan 
created the anarchy and social disaster of the Terror. Before his 
death in 1799 btrashington himself came to distrust and fear the 
political activities of philosophers. And in ti~rle it ~vould become 
fashionable aniong both French conservatives and among all patri- 
otic Americans to stress the sinister new implications of the word 
"philosophy" added after 1789 and to credit the French philoso- 
phers with transforming the French Revolution into a "bad" rev-
olution in contrast to the "good" non-philosophical American 
Revolution. But this ethical transformation of the word still lay in 
the future in 1783. Then "philosophy" and "philosopher" were still 
trrnls evoking optimism and hopes of the high tide of Enlighten- 
nlent on both sides of the Atlantic. 

Dr. Johnson in his Dictionary helps us understand why Wash- 
ington had such high regard for philosophy as our war for 
independence ended. "Philosophy:' according to the lexicographer, 
was "knowledge natural or moral"; it was "hypothesis or system 
up011 which natural effects are explained:' " f o  philosophize:' or 
"plav the philosopher:' was "to search into nature; to enquire into 
the causes of effects:' The  synonym of "Philosophy" in 1783 then 
was "Science"; the synonym of "Philosopher" would be our 
modern word (not coined until 1840) "Scientist:' "a man deep in 
knowledge, either moral or naturall' 

Bacon, Newton. and Locke were the fanled trinity of represent- 
ative great philosophers for Americans and all educated inhabitants 
of Western Europe in I 783. Francis Bacon, the earliest prophet of 
philosophv as a progranl for the advancement of learning, had 
preached ;hat "Knowledge is Power" and that Truth discovered by 
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Reason through observation and free inquiry is as certain and as 
readily adapted to promote the happiness of human life, as Truth 
communicated to mankind through God's direct revelation. Isaac 
Newton, "the first luminary in this bright constellation:' had 
demonstrated that Reason indeed could discover the laws of 
physical Nature and of Nature's God, while John Locke's 
researches into psychology and human understanding had definitely 
channeled inquiry toward the discovery of the immutable and 
universal laws of Human Nature. By the middle of the eighteenth 
century a multitude of researchers in all the countries of Europe 
were seeking, in Newtonian style, to advance the bounds of 
knowledge in politics, economics, law, and sociology. By the middle 
of the century the French judge and philosophe Montesquieu had 
produced a compendium of the behavioral sciences, cutting across 
all these fields in his famous study of T h e  Spirit of the Laws. 

However, Washington's assurance that already scientific knowl- 
edge about government had accumulated to such an extent that it 
could be immediately applied to the uses of "Legislators:' pointed 
less toward France than toward Scotland. There, especially in 
the Scottish universities, had been developed the chief centers of 
eighteenth-century social science research and publication in all 
the world. The names of Francis Hutcheson, David Hume, Adam 
Smith, Thomas Reid, Lord Kames, Adam Ferguson, the most 
prominent of the Scottish philosophers, were internationally 
famous. In America the treatises of these Scots, dealing with history, 
ethics, politics, economics, psychology, and jurisprudence in terms 
of "system upon which natural effects are explained:' had become 
the standard textbooks of the colleges of the late colonial period. 
At Princeton, at William and Mary, at Pennsylvania, at Yale, at 
King's, and at Harvard, the young men who rode off to war in 
1776 had been trained in the texts of Scottish social science. 

The Scottish system, as it had been gradually elaborated in the 
works of a whole generation of researchers, rested on one basic 
assumption, had developed its own special method, and kept to a 
consistent aim. The assumption was "that there is a great uniformity 
among the actions of men, in all nations and ages, and that human 
nature remains still the same, in its principles and operations. The 
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same motives always produce the same actions; the same events 
follow from the same causes. . . . Would you know the sentiments, 
inclinations, and course of life of thc Greeks and Romans? Study 
well the temper and actions of the French and English . . I'-thus 
David Hume, presenting the basis of a science of human behavior. 
The method of eighteenth-century social science followed from 
this primary assumption-it was historical-comparative synthesis. 
Again Hume: "Mankind are so much the same, in all times and 
places, that history informs us of nothing ncw or strange in this 
particular. Its chief use is only to discover the constant and universal 
principles of human nature, by showing men in all varieties and 
situations, and furnishing us with materials frorn which we may 
form our observations and become acquainted with the regular 
springs of human action and behavior:'' Finally, the aim of studying 
man's behavior in its comparative-historical manifestations was for 
the purpose of prediction-philosophy n-ould aid the legislator in 
making correct policy decisions. Comparative-historical studies of 
man in society would allow the discovery of the constant and 
universal principle of human nzture, which, in turn, would allow 
at least some safe predictions about the effects of legislation "almost 
as general and certain . . . as any which the xnathematical sciences 
mill afford us:' "Politics7' (and again the words are Hurne's) to some 
degree "may be reduced to a science:' 

By thus translating the abstract generalizations about "philos- 
ophy" in Washington's letter of I 783 into the concrete and 
particular type of philosophy to which he referred, the issue is 
brought into new focus more congenial to our modern under- 

'David Hume, "Of Liberty and Necessity:' in An Enquiry Cozrerning H~twzcln 
U7zderstanding (London, 1748). An examination of the social theory of the Scottish 
school is to be found in Gladys Bryson, Man and Society: T h e  Scottish Inquiry of the 
Eighteenth Century (Princeton, 1945). Miss Bryson secms unaware both of the posi- 
tion held by Scottish social science in the curriculum of the A~rierican colleges after 
1 7jo-Princeton, for example, wl~ere nine nlembers of the Constitntional Convention 
of 1787 graduated, was a provincial carbon-copy, under President Witherspoon, of 
Fdinburgh-and of its influence on the revolutionary generation. For a brilliant anal- 
ysis of Francis Hutcheson's ideas and his part in setting the tone and direction of 
Scottish research, as well as the trans-Atlantic flow of ideas between Scotland and the 
American colonies in the cighteenth century, with a persuasire explanation of why 
the Scots specialized in social science forn~ulations that were peculiarly congenial to 
the American revolutionary elite, see Caroline Robbins, "t3711en It Is That Colonies 
May Turn Independent;' T.liillianz x ~ dMl/lary Qnarterly, .rdser., lbl. XI (April, 1954)~ 
pp. 214-25' 
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standing. On reviewing the specific body of philosophical theory 
and writing with which Washington and his American contem- 
poraries were familiar, we immediately remember that "the 
collected wisdom'' of at least some of the Scottish academic 
philosophers was applied to American legislation during the nine- 
teenth century. It is obvious, for example, that the "scienthc 
predictions:' based on historical analysis, contained in Professor 
Adam Smith's A n  Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth 
of Nations (London, I 776), concerning the role of free enterprise 
and economic productivity, was of prime significance in shaping 
the relations of the state with the American business community, 
especially after I 818. Washington's expectations of I 783 were th;s 
accurate in the long-run views1" 

It is the purpose of this paper, however, to show that Washing- 
ton's immediate expectations of the creative role of "philosophy" 
in American politics were also accurate in the period in which he 
wrote. It is thus the larger inference of the following essay that 
"philosophy:' or "the science of politics7' (as defined above), 
was integral to the whole discussion of the necessity for a more 
perfect Union that resulted in the creation of the American 
Constitution of I 787. 

It can be shown, though not in this short paper, that the use of 
history in the debates both in the Philadelphia Convention and in 
the state ratifying conventions is not mere rhetorical-historical 
window-dressing, concealing substantially greedy motives of class 
and property. The speakers were making a genuinely "scientific" 
attempt to discover the "constant and universal principles" of any 
republican government in regard to liberty, justice, and stability. 

In this perspective the three hundred pages of comparative-
historical research in John Adams's Defence of the Constitutions of 
the United States ( I  787), and the five-hour closely argued historical 
analysis in Alexander Hamilton's Convention Speech of June 18, 
1787, were both "scientific" efforts to relate the current difficulties 

laThe theoretical and prophetic nature of Adam Smith's classic when it was pub- 
lished in 1776 is today largely ignored by both scholars and spokesmen for the mod- 
ern American business community. In 1776, however, Smith could only theorize from 
scattered historical precedents as to how a projective free enterprise system might 
work, because nowhere in his mercantilist world was a free enterprise system of the 
sort he described on paper actually operating. 
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of the thirteen American republics to the universal tendencies of 
republicanism in all nations and in all ages. History, sciennfically 
considered, thus helped define both the nature of the crisis of 1787 
for these leaders and their audience, and also determined in large 
part the "reforms" that, it could be predicted, would end the crisis. 
To both Adams and Hamilton history proved (so they believed) 
that sooner or later the American people would have to return to 
a system of mixed or limited monarchy-so great was the size of 
the country, so diverse were the interests to be reconciled that no 
other system could be adequate in securing both liberty and justice. 
In like manner Patrick Henry's prediction, June 9, 1788, in the 
Virginia Ratifying Convention, "that one government [i.e., the 
proposed constitution] cannot reign over so extensive a country as 
this is, without absolute despotism" was grounded upon a "political 
axiom" scientifically confirmed, so he believed, by history. 

The most creative and philosophical disciple of the Scottish 
school of science and politics in the Philadelphia Convention was 
James Madison. His effectiveness as an advocate of a new consti- 
tution, and of the particular constitution that was drawn up in 
Philadelphia in 1787, was certainly based in large part on his per- 
sonal experience in public life and his personal linowledge of the 
conditions of America in 1787. But Madison's greatness as a states- 
man rests in part on his ability quite deliberately to set his limited 
personal experience in the context of the experience of men in other 
ages and times, thus giving extra reaches of insight to his political 
formulations. 

His most amazing political prophecy, formally published in the 
tenth Federalist, was that the size of the United States and its 
variety of interests could be made a guarantee of stability and 
justice under the new constitution. When Madison made this 
prophecy the accepted opinion among all sophisticated politicians 
was exactly the opposite. It is the purpose of the following detailed 
analysis to show Madison, the scholar-statesman, evolving his novel 
theory, and not only using the behavioral science techniques of the 
eighteenth century, but turning to the writings of David Hume 
himself for some of the suggestions concerning an extended republic. 

It was David Hume's speculations on the "Idea of a Perfect 
Commonwealth:' first published in I 752, that most stimulated James 
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Madison's thought on factions.' In this essay Hume disclaimed any 
attempt to substitute a political Utopia for "the common botched 
and inaccurate governments" which seemed to serve imperfect 
men so well. Nevertheless, he argued, the idea of a perfect common- 
wealth "is surely the most worthy curiosity of any the wit of man 
can possibly devise. And who knows, if this controversy were fixed 
by the universal consent of the wise and learned, but, in some 
future age, an opportunity might be afforded of reducing the theory 
to practice, either by a dissolution of some old government, or by 
the combination of men to form a new one, in some distant part of 
the world? At  the very end of Hume's essay was a discussion that 
could not help being of interest to Madison. For here the Scot 
casually demolished the Montesquieu small-republic theory; and it 
was this part of his essay, contained in a single page, that was to 
serve Madison in new-modeling a "botched" Confederation "in a 
distant part of the world!' (I, 480-481,492.) 

Hume concluded his "Idea of a Perfect Commonwealth" with 
some observations on "the falsehood of the common opinion, that 
no large state, such as France or Great Britain, could ever be mod- 
elled into a commonwealth, but that such a form of government 
can only take place in a city or small territory:' The opposite seemed 
to be true, decided Hume. "Though it is more difficult to form a 
republican government in an extens<ve country than in a city; there 
is more facility, when once it is formed, of preserving it steady and 
uniform, without tumult and faction!' 

The formidable problem of first unifying the outlying and 
various segments of a big area had thrown Montesquieu and like- 
minded theorists off the track, Hume believed. "It is not easy, for 
the distant parts of a large state to combine in any plan of free 
government; but they easily conspire in the esteem and reverence 
for a single person, who, by means of this popular favour, may seize 
the power, and forcing the more obstinate to submit, may establish 
a monarchical government? (I, 492.) Historically, therefore, it is 

'David Hume, Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary (London, 1875). Madison 
apparently used the 1758 edition, which was the most complete printed during the 
Scot's lifetime, and which gathered up into two volumes what he conceived of as the 
final revised version of his thoughts on the topics treated. Earlier versions of certain 
of the essays had been printed in 1742,1748,1752;there are numerous modern editions 
of the 1758 printing. All page references to Hume in this article are to the 1875 
edition. 
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the great leader who has been the symbol and engine of unity in 
empire building. His characteristic ability to evoke loyalty has made 
him in the past a mechanism both of solidarity and of exploitation. 
His leadership enables diverse peoples to work for a common end, 
but because of the power temptations inherent in his strategic 
position he usually ends as an absolute monarch. 

And yet, Hume argued, this last step is not a rigid social law as 
~ontesquieu  would have it. There was always the possibility that 
some modern leader with the wisdom and ancient virtue of a Solon 
or of a Lycurgus would suppress his personal ambition and found 
a free state in a large territory "to secure the peace, happiness, and 
liberty of future generations?' ("Of Parties in General:' I, I 27.) In 
I 776-the year Hume died-a provincial notable named George 
Washington was starting on the career that was to justify Hume's 
penetrating analysis of the unifying role of the great man in a large 
and variegated empire. Hume would have exulted at the discovery 
that his deductive leap into the future with a scientific prediction 
was correct: all great men who consolidated empires did not 
necessarilv desire crowns. 

i 

Having disposed of the reason why monarchies had usually been 
set up in big empires and why it still was a matter of free will rather 
than necessity, Hume then turned to the problem of the easily 
founded, and unstable, small republic. In contrast to the large 
state, ;< a city readily concurs in the same notions of government, 
the natural equality of property favours liberty,\nd the nearness 
of habitation enables the citizens mutually to assist each other. 
Even under absolute princes, the subordinate government of cities 
is comnlonly republican. . . . But these same circumstances, which 
facilitate the erection of commonwealths in cities, render their 
constitution more frail and uncertain. Democracies are turbulent. 
For however the people may be separated or divided into small 
parties, either in their votes or elections; their near habitation in a 

Wume seems to be referring to the development in cities of a specialized product, 
trade, or industrial skill, that gives the small area an equal interest in a specific type 
of economic activity. All the inhabitants of ShefEeld from the lowly artisan to the 
wealthiest manufacturer had an interest in the iron industry; every dweller in Liver- 
pool had a stake in the prosperity of the slave trade. It was this regional unity of 
occupation that Hume was speaking of, not equality of income from the occupation, 
as is shown by the latter part of his analysis. 
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city will always make the force of popular tides and currents very 
sensible. Aristocracies are better adapted for peace and order, and 
accordingly were most admired by ancient writers; but they are 
jealous and oppressive?' (I, 492.) Here, of course, was the ancient 
dilemma that Madison knew so well, re-stated by Hume. In the 
city where wealth and poverty existed in close proximity, the poor, 
if given the vote, might very well try to use the power of the 
government to expropriate the opulent. While the rich, ever a self- 
conscious minority in a republican state, were constantly driven by 
fear of danger, even when no danger existed in fact, to take 
aggressive and oppressive measures to head off the slightest threat 
to their power, position, and property. 

It was Hume's next two sentences that must have electrified 
hiladison as he read them: "In a large government, which is modelled 
with masterly skill, there is compass and room enough to refine the 
democracy, from the lower people, who may be admitted into the 
first elections or first concoction of the commonwealth, to the 
higher magistrates, who direct all the movements. At the same time, 
the parts are so distant and remote, that it is very difficult, either by 
intrigue, prejudice, or passion, to hurry them into any measures 
against the public interest? (I, 492.) Hume's analysis here had 
turned the small-territory republic theory upside down: if a free 
state could once be established in a large area, it would be stable 
and safe from the effects of faction. Madison had found the answer 
to Montesquieu. H e  had also found in embryonic form his own 
theory of the extended federal republic. 

Madison could not but feel that the "political aphorisms" which 
David Hume scattered so lavishly in his essays were worthy of his 
careful study. H e  re-examined the sketch of Hume's perfect 
commonwealth: "a form of government, to which:' Hume claimed, 
"I cannot in theory discover any considerable objection? Hume 
suggested that Great Britain and Ireland-"or any territory of equal 
extenty'-be divided into a hundred counties, and that each county 
in turn be divided into one hundred parishes, making in all ten 
thousand minor districts in the state. The twenty-pound freeholders 
and five-hundred-pound househoIders in each parish were to elect 
annually a representative for the parish. The hundred parish repre- 
sentatives in each county would then elect out of themselves one 
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< <senator" and ten county "magistratesl' There would thus be in 
6 c the whole commonwealth, loo senators, I IOO [sic]county magis- 
trates, and I 0,000 .. . representatives? Hume would then have vested 
in the senators the executive power: "the power of peace and war, 
of giving orders to generals, admirals, and ambassadors, and, in short 
all the prerogatives of a British King, except his negative!' (I, 482-
483.) The county magistrates were to have the legislative power; 
but they were niver to assemble as a single legislative body. They 
were to convene in their own counties, and each county was to 
have one vote; and although they could initiate legislation, Hume 
expected the senators normally to make policy. 'The ten thousand 
~ar i sh  representatives were to have the right to a referendum when 
the other two orders in the state disagreed. 

It was all very complicated and cumbersome, but Hume thought 
that it would allow a government to be based on the consent of 
the "people" and at the same time obviate the danger of factions. 
He stated the "political aphorism" which explained his complex 
system. 
The lower sort of people and small proprietors are good judges 
enough of one not very distant from them in rank or habitation; and 
therefore, in their parochial meetings, will probably chuse the best, or 
nearly the best representative: But they are wholly unfit for county- 
meetings, and for electing into the higher offices of the republic. Their 
ignorance gives the grandees an opportunitv of deceiving them.* 

This carefully graded hierarchy of officials therefore carried the 
system of indirect elections to a logical conclusion. 

Madison quite easily traced out the origin of Hume's scheme. He 
found it in the essay entitled "Of the First Principles of Govern- 
ment? Hume had been led to his idea of fragmentizing election 
districts by his reading of Roman history and his contemplation of 
the historically verified evils incident to the direct participation of 
every citizen in democratical governments. The Scotsman had little 

assays,  I 487. Hume elaborated his system in great detail, working out a judiciary 
system, the methods of organizing and controlling the militia, etc. The Scot 
incidentally acknowledged that his thought and theories on the subject owed much 
to James Harrington's Oceana (London, 16561, "the only valuable model of a 
[perfect] commonwealth that has yet been offered to the public:' For Hume thought 
that Sir Thomas More's Utopia and Plato's Republic with all other utopian blue- 
prints were worthless. "All plans of government, which suppose great reformation 
m the manners of mankind; he noted, "are plainly imaginary? Ibid., 481. 
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use for "a pure republic:' that is to say, a direct democracy. "For 
though the people, collected in a body like the Roman tribes, be 
quite unfit for government, yet when dispersed in small bodies, 
they are more susceptible both of reason and order; the force of 
popular currents and tides is, in a great measure, broken; and the 
public interest may be pursued with some method and constancy!' 
(I, I I 3 . )  Hence, Hume's careful attempts to keep the citizens with 
the suffrage operating in thousands of artifically created electoral 
districts. And as Madison thought over Hume's theoretic system, 
he must suddenly have seen that in this instance the troublesome 
corporate aggressiveness of the thirteen American states could be 
used to good purpose. There already existed in the United States 
local governing units to break the force of popular currents. There 
was no need to invent an artificial system of counties in America. 
The states themselves could serve a; the chief pillars and supports 
of a new constitution in a large-area commonwealth. 

Here in Hume's Essays lay the germ for Madison's theory of the 
extended republic. It is interesting to see how he took these scattered 
and incomplete fragments and built them into an intellectual and 
theoretical structure of his own. Madison's first full statement of 
this hypothesis appeared in his "Notes on the Confederacy" written 
in April 1787, eight months before the final version of it was pub- 
lished as the tenth F e d e r a l i ~ t . ~Starting with the proposition that 
"in republican Government, the majority, however composed, 
ultimately give the law:' Madison then asks what is to restrain an 
interested majority from unjust violations of the minority's rights? 
Three motives might be claimed to meliorate the selfishness of the 
majority: firsr, regard for their own good, as involved in 
the general . . . good"; second, "respect for character"; and finally, 
religious ~cruples.~ After examining each in its turn Madison 
concludes that they are but a frail bulwark against a ruthless party. 

In his discussion of the insufficiency of "respect for character" as 
Vederalist, X ,  appeared in T h e  N e w  York Packet, Friday, Nov. 23, 1787. There are 

thus three versions of Madison's theoretic formulation of how a properly organized 
republic in a large area, incorporating within its jurisdiction a multiplicity of 
interests, will sterilize the class conflict of the rich versus the poor: ( I )  the "Notes" 
of Apr. 1787; ( 2 )  speeches in the convention during June 1787; and ( 3 )  the final 
polished and elaborated form, in the Federalist, Nov. 1787. 

6James Madison, Letters and Other Writings, 4 vols. (Philadelphia, 1867)~ I, 
325-326. 
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a curb on faction, Madison again leans heavily upon Hume. The 
Scot had stated paradoxically that it is "a just politicnl maxim that 
every man must be supposed a knave: Though at the same time, it 
appears somewhat strange, that a maxim should be true in politics, 
which is false in fact . . . men are generally more honest in their 
private than in their public capacity, and will go greater lengths to 
serve a party, than when their o ~ 7 n  private interest is alone con- 
cerned. Honour is a great check upon mankind: But where a 
considerable body of men act together, this check is, in a great 
measure, removed; since a man is sure to be approved of by his 
own party . . . and he soon learns to despise the clamours of adver- 
saries:" This argument, confirmed by his own experience, seemed 
to Madison too just and pointed not to use, so under "Respect for 
character" he set down: "However strong this motive may be in 
individuals, it is considered as very insufficient to restrain them 
from injustice. In a multitude its efficacy is diminished in proportion 
to the number which is to share the praise or the blame. Besides, as it 
has reference to public opinion, which, within a particular society, 
is the opinion of the majority, the standard is fixed by those whose 
conduct is to be measured by i t i ' q h e  young Virginian readily 
found a concrete example in Rhode island,.where honor had proved 
to be no check on factious behavior. In a letter to Jefferson explain- 
ing the theory of the new constitution, Rladison was to repeat his 
category of inefficacious motives,"ut in formally presenting his 
theory to the world in the letters of Publius he deliberately excluded 
it.l0 There was a certain disadvantage in making derogatory remarks 
to a majority that must be persuaded to adopt your arguments. 

In April 1787, however, when Madison was writing down his 
first thoughts on the advantage of an extended government, he had 

;"Of the Independency of Parliament:' Essays, 1, I 18-r ry. 
aLetters, I, 3 2 6 .  "bid., p. j j t .  To Thomas Jefferson, Oct. 24, 1787. 
1OIn Madison's earliest presentation of his thesis certain other elements indicating 

his debt to Hume appear that have vanished in the Federalist. In the "Notes on the 
Confederacy" the ~ h r a s e  "notorious factions and oppressions which take place in 
corporate towns" (Letters, I, 3 2 7 )  recalls the original starting point of Hume's 
analysis in the "Perfect Commorrwealthl' Also the phraseology of the sentence: "The 
society becomes broken into a greater variety of interests . . .which check each 
other . . :' (ibid.), varied in the letter to Jefferson to: "Tn a Iarge society, the people 
are broken into so many interests" (ibid., 3 5  t ) , is probably a parallel of Hume's "The 
force of popular currents and tides is, in a great measure, broken!' ("First Principles 
of Governments:' Essays, I, I I 3 . )  
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still not completely thought through and integrated Hume's sys- 
tem of indirect elections with his own ideas. T h e  Virginian, never- 
theless, had not dismissed the subject from his thoughts. H e  had 
taken a subsidiary element of Hume's "Perfect Commonwealth" 
argument and developed it as the primary factor in his own theo- 
rem; but he was also to include Hume's major technique of indirect 
election as a minor device in the constitution he proposed for the 
new American state. As the last paragraph of "Notes on the Confed- 
eracy" there appears a long sentence that on its surface has little 
organic relation to Madison's preceding two-page discussion of 
how "an extensive Republic meliorates the administration of a small 
Republic? 

An auxiliary desideratum for the melioration of the Republican form 
is such a process of elections as will most certainly extract from the mass 
of the society the purest and noblest characters which it contains; such 
as will at once feel most strongly the proper motives to pursue the end 
of their appointment, and be most capable to devise the proper means of 
attaining it.ll 

This final sentence, with its abrupt departure in thought, would be 
hard to explain were it not for the juxtaposition in Hume of the 
material on large area and indirect election. 

When Madison presented his thesis to the electorate in the tenth 
Federalist as justification for a more perfect union, Hume's Essays 
were to offer one final service. Hume had written a scientific analy- 
sis on "Parties in General" as well as on the "Parties of Great 
Britain? In the first of these essays he took the position independ- 
ently arrived at by Madison concerning the great variety of factions 
likely to agitate a republican state. The Virginian, with his charac- 
teristic scholarly thoroughness, therefore turned to Hume again 
when it came time to  parade his arguments in full dress. Hume had 
made his major contribution to Madison's political philosophy 
before the Philadelphia Convention. N o w  he was to help in the 
final polishing and elaboration of the theory for purposes of public 
persuasion in print. 

Madison had no capacity for slavish imitation; but a borrowed 
word, a sentence lifted almost in its entirety from the other's essay, 
and above all, the exactly parallel march of ideas in Hume's "Parties" 
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and hladison's Federalist, X, show how congenial he found the 
Scot's way of thinking, and how invaluable Hume was in the final 
crystallizing of Madison's own convictions. "hkn have such a pro- 
pensity to divide into personal factions:' wrote Hume, "that the 
smallest appearance of real difference will produce them:' (I, I 28.) 
And the Virginian takes up the thread to spin his more elaborate 
web: "So strong is this propensity of mankind to fall into mutual 
animosities, that where no substantial occasion presents itself, the 
most frivolous and fanciful distinctions have been sufficient to 
kindle their unfriendly passions and excite their most violent con- 
flictsl'12 Hume, in his parallel passage, presents copious examples. 
He cites the rivalry of the blues and the greens at Constantinople, 
and recalls the feud between two tribes in Rome, the Pollia and the 
Papiria, that lasted three hundred years after everyone had forgot- 
ten the original cause of the quarrel. "If mankind had not a strong 
propensity to such divisions, the indifference of the rest of the conl- 
munity must have suppressed this foolish animosity [of the two 
tribes], that had not any aliment of new benefits a id  injuries. . . :' 
(I, r z 8- r zg.) The fine Latinity of the word "aliment"'3 apparently 
caught in some crevice of Madison's mind, soon to reappear in his 
statement, "Liberty is to faction what air is to fire, an aliment, with- 
out which it instantly expires:"" So far as his writings show, he 

lzThe Federalist, ed. Max Beloff (Oxford and New York, 1948), No. X, p. 43. 
Hereafter page references to  the Federalist will be to this edition. -

13L,. alinzentum, fr. alere to nourish. Food; nutriment; hence, sustenance, means of 
support.-SYN. see PABULUM. This word is not a common one in 18th century 
political literature. Outside of The Federalist and Hume's essay I have run across it 
only in Bacon's works. To the man of the 18th century even the cognate forms 
"alimentary" (canal), and "alimony:' so familiar to  us in common speech, were still 
highly technical terms of medicine and law. -

'"Federalist, p. 42. Compare Hume's remarks: "In despotic governments, indeed, 
factions often do not appear; but they are not the less real; or rather, they are more 
real and more pernicious, upon that very account. The distinct orders of men, 
nobles and people, soldiers and merchants, have all a distinct interest; but the more 
potverful oppresses the weaker with impunity and without resistance; which begets 
a seeming tranquility in such governments:' (I, 130.) Also see Hume's comparison 
of faction to "weeds . . .which grow most plentifully in the richest soil; and though 
ahsolute governments be not wholly free from them, it must be confessed, that they 
rise more easily, and propagate themselves faster in free governments, where they 
always infect the legislature itself, which alone could be able, by the steady applica- 
tion of rewards and punishments, to eradicate them" (1, 127-128); and notice 
Madison's "The regulation of these various and interfering interests forms the 
principal task of modern legislation, and involves the spirit of party and faction in 
the necessary and ordinary operations of the government!' (Fedmalist, p. 43.) 
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never used the word again; but in this year of 1787 his head was 
full of such words and ideas culled from David Hume. 

When one examines these two papers in which Hume and Madi- 
son summed up the eighteenth century's most profound thought 
on party, it becomes increasingly clear that the young American 
used the earlier work in preparing a survey on faction through the 
ages to introduce his own discussion of faction in America. Hume's 
work was admirably adapted to this purpose. It was philosophical 
and scientific in the best tradition of the Enlightenment. The facile 
damnation of faction had been a commonplace in English politics 
for a hundred years, as Whig and Tory vociferously sought to 
fasten the label on each other. But the Scot, very little interested as 
a partisan and very much so as a social scientist, treated the subject 
therefore in psychological, intellectual, and socio-economic terms. 
Throughout all history, he discovered, mankind has been divided 
into factions based either on personal loyalty to some leader or 
upon some "sentiment or interest" common to the group as a unit. 
This latter type he called a "Real" as distinguished from the "Per- 
sonal" faction. Finally he subdivided the "real factions" into parties 
based on "interest:' upon "principle:' or upon "affection!' Hume 
spent well over five pages dissecting these three types; but Madi- 
son, while determined to be inclusive, had not the space to go into 
such minute analysis. Besides, he was more intent now on devel- 
oping the cure than on describing the malady. He therefore con- 
solidated Hume's two-page treatment of "personal" factions, and 
his long discussion of parties based on "principle and affection" 
into a single sentence. The tenth Federalist reads: "A zeal for dif- 
ferent opinions concerning religion, concerning government, and 
many other points, as well of speculation as of practice;15 an attach- 
ment to different leaders ambitiously contending for pre-eminence 

15This clause of Madison's refers to Hume's "parties from principle, especially 
abstract speculative principle:' in the discussion of which he includes ''different 
political principles" and "principles of priestly government . . . which has . . .been 
the poison of human society, and the source of the most inveterate factions!' Hume, 
in keeping with his reputation as the great sceptic, feels that while the congregations 
of persecuting sects must be called "factions of principle:' the priests, who are "the 
prime movers" in religious parties, are factious out of "interest!' The word "specu- 
lation" that appears in Madison is rendered twice as "speculative" in Hume. 
(1, 130-132.) 
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and power;l+r to persons of other descriptions whose fortunes 
have been interesting to the human passions," have, in turn, divided 
mankind into parties, inflamed them with mutual animosity, and 
rendered them much more disposed to vex and oppress each other 
than to cooperate for their common goodYR It is hard to conceive 
of a more perfect example of the concentration of idea and meaning 
than Madison achieved in this famous sentence. 

It is noteworthy that while James Madison compressed the 
greater part of Hume's essay on factions into a single sentence, he 
greatly expanded the quick sketch of the faction from "interest" 
buried in the middle of the philosopher's analysis. This reference, 
in Madison's hands, became the climax of his treatment and is the 
basis of his reputation in some circles as the progenitor of the the- 
ory of economic determinism. Hume had written that factions 
from interest "are the most reasonable, and the most excusable. 
When two orders of men, such as the nobles and people, have a 

'"Here is Hume's "Personal" faction, "founded on personal friendship or animosity 
among such as compose the contendin parties!' Hume instances the Colonesi and 
Orsini of modern Rome, the Neri and %ianchi of Florence, the rivalry between the 
Pollia and Papiria of ancient Rome, and the confused mass of shifting alliances that 
marked the struggle between Guelfs and Ghibellines. (I, I 28-129.1 

17This phrase, which is quite obscure in the context, making a separate category 
of a type of party apparently just covered under "contending leaders:' refers to 
the loyal bitter-end Jacobites of 18th-century England. These sentimental irrecon- 
cilable~ of the Squire Western ilk made up Hume's "party from affection:' Hume 
explains: "By parties from affection, I understand those which are founded on the 
different attachments of men towards particular families and persons, whom they 
desire to rule over them. These factions are often very violent [Hume was writing 
only three years before Bonnie Prince Charlie and the clans had frightened all 
England in '451; though, I must own, it may seem unaccountable, that men should 
attach themselves so strongly to persons, with whom they are no wise acquainted, 
whom perhaps they never saw, and from whom they never received, nor can ever 
hope for any favour!' (I, 133.) 

The fact that Madison includes this category in his paper satisfies me that, when 
he came to write the tenth Federalist for publication, he referred directly to 
Hume's volume as he reworked his introduction into its final polished form. One 
can account for the other similarities in the discussion of faction as a result of 
illadison's careful reading of Hume's works and his retentive memory. But the inclu- 
sion of this "party from affection" in the Virginian's final scheme where its ambiguity 
indeed detracts from the force of the argument, puts a strain on the belief that it 
resulted from memory alone. This odd fourth classification, which on its face is 
redundant, probably was included because Hume's book was open on the table beside 
him, and because James Madison would leave no historical stone unturned in his 
effort to make a definitive scientific summary. 

IVederalist, X, pp. 42-43. 
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distinct authority in a government, not very accurately balanced 
and modelled, they naturally follow a distinct interest; nor can we 
reasonably expect a different conduct, considering that degree of 
selfishness implanted in human nature. It requires great skill in a 
legislator to prevent such parties; and many philosophers are of 
opinion, that this secret, like the grand elixir, or perpetual motion, 
may amuse men in theory, but can never possibly be reduced to 
practice? (I, I 30.) With this uncomfortable thought Hume dis- 
missed the subject of economic factions as he fell into the congenial 
task of sticking sharp intellectual pins into priestly parties and bigots 
who fought over abstract political principles. 

Madison, on the contrary, was not satisfied with this cursory 
treatment. He  had his own ideas about the importance of economic 
forces. All that Hume had to say of personal parties, of parties of 
principle, and of parties of attachment, was but a prologue to the 
Virginian's discussion of "the various and unequal distribution of 
property:' throughout recorded history. "Those who hold, and 
those who are without property, have ever formed distinct inter- 
ests in society. Those who are creditors, and those who are debtors, 
fall under a like discrimination. A landed interest, a manufacturing 
interest, a mercantile interest, a moneyed interest, with many lesser 
interests, grow up of necessity in civilized nations, and divide them 
into different classes actuated by different sentiments and view^!"^ 
Here was the pivot of Madison's analysis. Here in this multiplicity 
of economic factions was "the grand elixir" that transformed the 
ancient doctrine of the rich against the poor into a situation that a 
skillful American legislator might model into equilibrium. Com- 
pound various economic interests of a large territory with a fed- 
eral system of thirteen semi-sovereign political units, establish a 
scheme of indirect elections which will functionally bind the exten- 
sive area into a unit while "refining" the voice of the people, and 
you will have a stable republican state. 

This was the glad news that James Madison carried to Philadel- 
phia. This was the theory which he claimed had made obsolete 
the necessity for the "mixed government" advocated by Hamil- 
ton and Adams. This was the message he gave to the world in the 
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first Federalist paper he composed. His own scientific reading of 

history, ancient and modern, his experience with religious factions 

in Virginia, and above all his knowledge of the scientific axiom 

regarding man and society in the works of David Hume, ablest 

British philosopher of his age, had served him and his country well. 

"Of all men, that distinguish themselves by memorable achieve- 

ments, the first place of honour seems due to Legislators and found- 

ers of states, who transmit a system of laws and institutions to secure 

the peace, happiness, and liberty of future generations? (I, 1 2 7 . )  
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